It seems we never have time to step back and ask the kind of big, beautiful questions we should be asking—in our schools, our businesses, our civic lives, and our personal lives.

With that in mind, Warren Berger (author of *A More Beautiful Question*), in partnership with the Right Question Institute and a number of other leading organizations focused on questioning, is sponsoring the fifth annual QUESTION WEEK, running from March 11 to March 17 (with a special nod to master questioner Albert Einstein’s birthday on Wednesday, March 14).

**Question Week is designed to raise awareness of the power and value of questioning.**

During Question Week, participating classrooms across the U.S. will conduct question-storming exercises with students and share the results on social media. Also during that week, live special events will feature public discussion on the power of questioning.

Visitors to the [QuestionWeek.com](http://QuestionWeek.com) website and the Question Week Facebook page will discover how “beautiful questions” have changed the world around us. They’ll also learn how to ask better questions themselves, and everyone will be encouraged to share their questions on the site, and on Twitter and Facebook (follow the hashtag #QuestionWeek).

**What can you do to participate in #QuestionWeek?**

Visit [QuestionWeek.com](http://QuestionWeek.com) for more details.